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Understanding how and when cooperative human behaviour forms in common-pool resource systems is critical to illuminating social–ecological systems and designing governance institutions that promote sustainable resource use. Before assessing the full complexity of social dynamics, it is essential to understand, concretely and mechanistically, how resource dynamics and human actions interact to create incentives and pay-offs for social behaviours. Here, we investigated how such incentives for information sharing are affected by spatial dynamics and management in a common-pool resource system. Using interviews with fishermen to inform an agent-based model, we reveal generic mechanisms through which, for a given ecological setting characterized by the spatial dynamics of the resource, the two ‘human factors’ of information sharing and management may heterogeneously impact various members of a group for whom theory would otherwise predict the same strategy. When users can deplete the resource, these interactions are further affected by the management approach. Finally, we discuss the implications of alternative motivations, such as equity among fishermen and consistency of the fleet’s output. Our results indicate that resource spatial dynamics, form of management and level of depletion can interact to alter the sociality of people in common-pool resource systems, providing necessary insight for future study of strategic decision processes.
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1. Introduction

The importance of human behaviour for managing common-pool resources has been recognized for decades (e.g. [1,2]). In marine fisheries, a classic example of a common-pool system [3], insight into human behaviour is critical, especially regarding how people respond to ecological and environmental conditions, as well as management action [4–6]. This is especially important for developing fisheries policies, as management generally acts on people, not fish [7,8].

To better understand human behaviour in common-pool resources, and social–ecological systems more generally, the importance of agent-based modelling has also been recognized for decades (e.g. [9]). Previous applications of agent-based models (ABMs) to fisheries have focused on quantifying the impact of resource variability [10–13], fishing strategies [14,15] and management actions [16–21] on the spatial dynamics of fishermen. However, these studies mostly assess drivers of human behaviour in isolation, while in reality behaviour results from factors acting in concert [1,22–24], and management itself can alter outcomes [1,23,24]. In addition, earlier work exploring differences among individuals has concentrated on intrinsic variability, building in heterogeneity of means, skill or preferences among users [13,14,25–28], as opposed to exploring how heterogeneity itself may arise due to outside influences. Finally, it is important to identify the mechanisms that create behavioural incentives prior to exploring how those incentives translate into strategic decisions of resource users (frequently explored with game-theoretic approaches). Often, these are assumed or derived phenomenologically [29], and their identification can be greatly informed by direct interactions with common-pool resource users themselves (e.g. [22]).

Here, we employed informal interviews and an agent-based modelling approach to explore the interaction of management, target species spatial dynamics and resource depletion on the cooperative behaviour of fishermen. We further investigated how external variability due to the stochastic nature of resource exploitation, which interacts with target species ecology and management, can differentiate individuals who would otherwise have the same behavioural incentives. Finally, we assessed how outcomes differed depending on the modelled agent’s motivations, whether they sought to maximize their individual catch, equity among fishermen or consistency in the fleet’s output through time, as our interviews suggested. This allowed us to evaluate how ecological and management factors shape the pay-offs of possible strategies, and how spatial dynamics and management act together as linked mechanisms to create incentives for certain behavioural responses, as opposed to assuming those incentives or strategies apriori.

We concentrated on cooperative behaviour through information sharing, as it is central to sustainable collective action and co-management agreements [30,31]. More specifically, we explored the ecological and management conditions that may encourage or deter people from sharing information about the location of a common-pool resource. While the absence of information sharing is not a proof of asocial behaviour (resource users may agree not to interfere with one another, for example), it is one of the most visible forms of cooperation, and therefore often a proxy for collective behaviour more generally. Our focus is on fisheries, and we initiated this work by interviewing individuals within fishing communities on the US West Coast, to provide context and direction for the use of an ABM. With this ABM, we identified the key social and ecological factors affecting information sharing among common-pool resource users.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Intuition about fishermen’s behaviour from interviews

We interviewed fishermen from various sectors in nine fishing communities along the US West Coast. These interviews were informal conversations, without structured questionnaires or surveys. Consequently, they do not enter our research in a quantitative way. Instead, we used them to identify general themes to contextualize our modelling work and to ascertain points of interest in the parameter space of the ABM (for more on the interviews, see electronic supplementary material). The complexity and diversity of social dynamics seen in these qualitative data further stressed the need to first isolate simple external drivers, in particular those specific to resource use, i.e. ecological dynamics and management. In focusing on the human–nature interface, we leave to future work the task of modelling (e.g. with game theory) the complex dynamics that ensue on the human side, involving many other socio-economic factors, to better understand the wide range of behaviours seen in fishing communities.

The first theme identified in the interviews was that the value of information is higher, and therefore sharing more beneficial, for more mobile target species. That is, the variance in spatial dynamics of the
target species made a difference in whether fishermen shared information. The second theme was that the way information is shared is strongly influenced by outside drivers, especially those that limit fishing in some way, namely management action and species abundance. For example, for some fishermen, recent shifts from total allowable catch (TAC) limits to individual transferable quotas had increased the potential for open communication. For others, it was cycles of resource abundance and depletion and subsequent changes in market demands that resulted in prosocial behaviour. The third theme was that, while these trends were generally consistent among fishermen within the same fishery, some individuals deviated from the majority. This deviation appeared to arise from intrinsic differences among fishermen, such as in skill and port, but this interacted with how they experienced both external resource uncertainty and management action.

Finally, although much research on common-pool resource users focuses on strict self-interest (e.g. [3]), we found that fishermen’s values and motivations could diverge distinctly from such drivers. While making a living was a primary concern for most of the fishermen we spoke with, equity among fishermen, sustainability of the fishery and the resource, and maintaining relationships with others were also significant. In addition, in some cases, landing a consistent harvest over time was more important than maximizing revenue over the season. Of course, these values and motivations are not necessarily at odds with self-interest, and indeed the fishermen we interviewed demonstrated how resource users hold diverse values and experience multiple influences over both the short and long term. However, success is often measured via maximizing total catch or catch rates, and we took this final theme as a reason to explore other measures of success in addition to, but not in lieu of, catch and catch rates.

2.2. An agent-based model of fish and fishers

We used an ABM to test the intuition derived from our interviews. We expected that, in certain ecological settings, all fishermen would benefit from the same level of information sharing, broadly correlated to species mobility. In other settings, however, unequal outcomes between fishermen could create diverging incentives; coupled to complex social dynamics, this would produce a variety of outcomes in similar environments. This inequality in outcomes might result only from intrinsic differences between fishermen, e.g. in skill, in which case skilled (successful) and unskilled (unsuccessful) fishermen would have different incentives to share. However, these differences would always exist, no matter how limited the resource was (whether by management limits or by depletion). Thus, we were more interested in unequal outcomes due to resource stochasticity, which could explain the role of catch limits. In that case, incentives differ due to risk-related preferences: risk-seeking agents target the most rewarding behaviours if successful, and risk-averse agents the safest behaviours if unsuccessful.

The purpose of the spatially explicit ABM was to quantify how information-sharing strategies, target species mobility and limitations on catch interact to create this spectrum of success. Thus, the agents were inherently identical, and a model run represented a single fishing season. Additional differences between agents (due to skill or due to economic advantage accrued over multiple seasons) could always be added a posteriori, without affecting the basic results of resource and agent spatial dynamics.

This ABM is an extension of one developed in an ecological context to explore the impact of communication between predators on prey consumption rates [32]. It was inspired by mathematical work on search processes, accounting for the trade-off between exploration and exploitation [33]. Here, we expanded this ABM framework to assess a social–ecological common-pool resource system, with fish as prey and fishermen or vessels (hereafter referred to here as ‘fishing agents’) as predators. We further represent management action by adding limits on how much of the resource fishing agents can harvest, and control the renewal and depletion of this resource. A brief description on the major qualitative features of the ABM is provided below (with additional information in the electronic supplementary material), and we refer the reader to [32] for a full description of the model and detailed mathematical analysis.

The ABM is defined on a two-dimensional domain with periodic boundaries (agents crossing a boundary circle over to the other side) that provides a simple and mathematically tractable representation of space that allows us to quantify the trade-offs of exploration and exploitation. This domain is populated with circular fish schools whose radius ($F_s$) can be changed, affecting the rate at which they are found by fishing agents. All fish schools contain a number of fish, $F_n$, which controls the reward for finding a school. Finally, the dynamic nature, or mobility, of fish schools sets a limit on how long information about school locations remains valid. To introduce this element of landscape stochasticity while maintaining a constant search difficulty (i.e. a constant number of schools in the
domain), schools randomly disappear and are replaced at random locations, following a Poisson process with expected lifespan $\tau_i$.

Fishing agents are also represented simply in the ABM. They can ‘sense’ the local environment in a defined circular region around them. If a fish school is within this sensory zone, they move directly towards the centre of that school, and start harvesting fish at a constant rate, $C_q$, the ‘catchability’ of the fish. Else, they explore the two-dimensional landscape of the ABM using an intermittent search process, moving ballistically (in a straight line) at a constant speed and pausing at random intervals to pick a new random searching direction. This kind of intermittent search process has been well studied analytically, and is argued in Bénichou et al. [33] to capture the most significant features of foraging in a number of natural systems. The expected duration of this process defines the search time for one agent, $\tau_s$, which can be computed explicitly.

When searching on their own, fishing agents choose their random-turn probability to maximize their encounter rate with fish schools. However, this encounter rate is adjusted if agents share information with others. That is, if two agents are modelled to have a social tie, information is shared between them with a probability equal to $\lambda$, the weight of the tie. These ties are reciprocal, meaning information is shared bi-directionally between the fishing agents. If an agent receives information on a school from another agent via this tie while searching, and there is no alternative fish school near them, they move towards the source of the information. As we are interested in computing the pay-offs for a set level of information sharing, the probability of sharing is not left as a strategic option for agents within the simulation; instead, it is a fixed parameter. Strategic choices are of course important, and we expand on their possible inclusion in our modelling framework, using game-theoretic approaches, for example, in the discussion.

2.3. Management and stock depletion

We used this ABM to explore the impact of management limits and resource depletion on the individual catch rates and sociality of fishing agents. Management was implemented in two ways: (i) a TAC and (ii) an individual fishery quota (IFQ). For the TAC scenario, the simulation integration period ended when fishing agents caught a total amount of fish, $T$, collectively, regardless of the catch of each individual fishing agent. This reflects a TAC management limit in the real world, where a fishery closes once that total catch is landed by the fleet as a whole, irrespective of the catch per individual fisherman.

For the IFQ simulations, individual limits ($T_i$) were set by dividing the TAC by the number of fishing agents. Agents were then removed from the system as they reached their individual quota, $T_i = T/N$. This is meant as a simple abstraction of catch share systems, where the catch allowed by management is divided up among the fishermen. In the real world, shares or quotas are assigned to fishermen in more informed ways and are often transferable (i.e. an individual transferable quota, ITQ), meaning they can be sold, traded and leased among fishermen. This model does not reflect ITQs, and we did not model these more complicated aspects of catch share or quota systems to maintain as simple a model as possible that can still test the differential impacts of disparate management approaches on agent cooperative behaviour. Furthermore, we do not include assumptions associated with a more strategic modelling approach; therefore, many of the questions around the use of ITQs in reality do not apply here. Instead, our IFQ scenario is meant as a contrasting management approach that allows equal access to the resource among fishing agents versus the TAC.

We ran a second set of simulations where fishing agents can exhaust the resource. Here, instead of a renewable resource drawn from an infinite population (e.g. as in [32]), fishing agents depleted fish schools to progressively lower levels until complete depletion was reached. This was modelled by ensuring that, when a school disappeared, the new school introduced randomly in the system would contain a smaller initial number of fish, proportional to the difference between the total population size $P$ and the cumulative harvest of all agents. The parameter $P$ represents the total stock and is distinct from the number of fish available in the domain at any given time. In terms of the management scenarios, the allowed level of depletion is given by the fraction $T/P$. Given that we are focused on dynamics in a single season, implementing scenarios with and without depletion is realistic, as fisheries in reality may or may not deplete a stock in a single season.

For both management and stock depletion scenarios, simulation outcomes were generated for a wide range of values for fish mobility by modulating the rate at which schools move to random locations ($\tau_s$). We also focused our results on two illustrative cases reflecting species on the US West Coast: a target fish similar to Pacific hake ($Merluccius productus$, hereafter ‘whiting’) and one akin to a demersal species within the groundfish complex (hereafter ‘groundfish’). For the whiting case, the target fish ecology...
was described with large schools (+Fs), many fish per school (+Fn) and schools that are mobile (−τi). By contrast, the groundfish-like species was modelled with smaller schools (−Fs), fewer fish per school (−Fn) and less mobility (+τi). As outlined above, the radius of the school, Fs, controls the time it takes for fishing agents to encounter schools, and thus how valuable it is for an agent to receive information about school locations, while the number of fish per school, Fn, and school mobility, τi, control the cost of sharing information with others. These exemplar simulation species are not meant to describe the spatial ecology of real species exactly, rather they are used to provide results from two contrasting places in the parameter space of the ABM.

2.4. Key control parameters and metrics

In our previous use of this model [32], we focused on fleet-wide adaptation to a target species. Simulations were run until the catch rate Hi for each agent i converged to the same asymptotic value H (whose analytical derivation is described in the electronic supplementary material). This was used to compute the expected catch per unit of effort (CPUE) under the assumption that effort is proportional to the time spent fishing. It could be optimized by choosing the probability of information sharing, λ, uniformly across fishing agents, for a given prey species mobility. Here, we retain this fleet-wide (consensus) level of communication as the parameter representing the strategy of the agents, but now in an environment that includes management limits, and possible depletion of the resource.

In addition, we wished to address the variety of preferences that may drive resource users to adopt social behaviour, and there are different objectives towards which one could adjust the sharing level, λ, of fishing agents in the ABM. Therefore, we also did not compute its optimal or evolutionary value for one objective, but instead systematically explore different metrics of success over the whole range of λ. All those metrics are constructed from dynamically measuring Hi(λ,t), the catch rate of agent i at time t for a given λ.

Of those possible, the metric we focused on was the catch rate averaged both across fishing agents and over the simulation period, H. We also compared this with two other observables reflecting additional motivations outlined by fishermen in our interviews. First, the variance in CPUE between agents, which denotes inequity among fishermen in the fleet. The second is the variance over time, averaged across agents, which represents the consistency of the fleet’s catch during a fishing season, or steadiness of the ‘resource flux’ from fishermen to buyers. These three objectives are defined as follows:

\[ O_{\text{CPUE}} = \frac{\text{avg}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)}{\text{max}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)}, \]  
\[ O_{\text{equity}} = \left( \frac{\text{std}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)}{\text{min}_i \text{std}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)} \right)^{-1}, \]  
\[ O_{\text{stability}} = \left( \frac{\text{std}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)}{\text{min}_i \text{std}_i \text{avg}_t H_i(\lambda, t)} \right)^{-1}, \]

where \( \text{avg}_x f(x,y) \) and \( \text{std}_x f(x,y) \) denote, respectively, the average and standard deviation of some function \( f(x,y) \) over variable \( x \). They are constructed so that \( O_{\text{CPUE}} \) increases with the collective expected catch rate, \( O_{\text{equity}} \) decreases with variance between agents and \( O_{\text{stability}} \) decreases with variance in landed catch over time. All three are normalized to facilitate comparisons across different settings: for any ecological situation, they will be equal to 1 at the optimal level of information sharing, and smaller for suboptimal strategies. These metrics are reflective of some motivations reported by the fishermen we interviewed (electronic supplementary material). For example, maximizing \( O_{\text{equity}} \) would occur to socially minded fishermen who may aim for equity among the fleet, and maximizing \( O_{\text{stability}} \) is indicative of fishermen who look to land a consistent harvest. Together, these three objectives, catch rate, equity and flux stability, represent a first step towards exploring the wide range of motivations behind harvester behaviour.

3. Results

3.1. Exploring the effects of management

Our simulations of management action alone limited the amount of fish agents could catch, by either a TAC or IFQ, while the density of fish in the system remained constant (but harder to exploit if more
mobile). The introduction of either limit created variance among agents’ CPUE within the modelled fleet. Let us recall that we chose to model agents as identical: as we argued before, if they differed in skill, their intrinsic variance in CPUE would not depend on catch limits. On the other hand, extrinsic variance due to stochasticity is sensitive to management.

To understand this extrinsic variance, fishing can be thought of as a gambling process, with fishing agents more or less successful depending on how often they encounter the randomly distributed and moving schools. Each successful or failed encounter to find a school can be thought of as a trial. The more trials there are, the lower the variance between agents at the end of the run, as many random catches average out, but this depends on both management limits and the spatial dynamics of the target. For example, a shorter season means fewer trials and hence more variance. In addition, if the target species gathers in either very mobile or very small schools, then there are more trials and less variance. In both cases, more encounters must occur before the allowed amount is harvested, because schools either move away quickly or contribute little per encounter.

In figure 1a,b, across a range of information sharing (\(\lambda = 0.0–1.0\), x-axis), the fleet-wide average CPUE is shown by the solid lines, red for TACs and green for IFQ, while the similarly coloured shaded areas denote the variance in individual CPUE between the least and most successful agents (note these shaded areas overlap in figure 1). For both case studies, groundfish and whiting (figure 1a,b, respectively), this variance decreases as information sharing increases, as sharing means multiple agents have the same information and harvest the same schools. There remains some variance even with full information sharing (\(\lambda = 1\)), because the initial discoverer of a school retains a moderate advantage by having additional time to exploit it before others arrive.

Yet, for certain target species, fishing agents do not benefit equally from communication, depending on their success during the season. Although the identity of successful agents changes from season to season, knowing how much variance exists between agents in one season is important for exploring a variety of objectives (such as social inequalities and risk aversion). For example, in figure 1a,b, white dots...
represent a successful agent, that is an agent who is ‘lucky’ and more often finds schools, and the grey an unsuccessful one (again, apart from this ‘luck’ in being near schools, agents are identical and there is not inherent ability or success). As sharing increases along the x-axis, the arrows in figure 1a, b highlight the change in CPUE for a successful and an unsuccessful agent given that amount of sharing in the model run. For the whiting case, both unsuccessful and successful agents increase CPUE in model runs with sharing, with agents who are unsuccessful more than doubling their harvest rate. For groundfish, while an agent who is generally unsuccessful can increase its CPUE by 50% with information sharing, the successful agent sees a 15% decline in CPUE compared to what it would achieve optimally in the scenario with low sharing ($\lambda = 0.1$). We recall that sharing is not changed during a model run: our goal is to compute the range of pay-offs associated with different levels of sharing, each tested in a separate model run. Further, sharing is an open process: a successful agent cannot ‘hide’ from an unsuccessful agent requesting information.

Figure 1c highlights this effect across a range of target species mobility (x-axis). On the y-axis, we indicate the sharing level $\lambda$ that would maximize CPUE, and plot this for the most successful and unsuccessful agents—hereafter defined as the top and bottom 10% of agents in terms of CPUE (red and blue lines, respectively). Information sharing is always more favourable for unsuccessful than successful agents, but the divergence between their optima depends on target species dynamics. Across species mobility, this difference is greatest for a mid-range target, and only minimized in extreme cases of very high- or low-mobility target species, where sharing, respectively, benefits or hinders everyone more equally.

If some or all of the difference between successful and unsuccessful agents came from their individual skill at finding schools, many of the same intuitions would hold: variance would still be reduced by sharing, and the largest divergence between optimal levels of information sharing would still be found at intermediate mobility. However, this heterogeneity would not depend on resource stochasticity amplified by catch limits, and therefore, it would be insensitive to management action.

Perhaps surprisingly, CPUE variance between agents happens to be computationally identical for the TAC and IFQ simulations (figure 1a, b, the red and green shades overlap). While this exact equality is a peculiarity of the model, it allows us to point to an important intuition, as these two variances result from different mechanisms. Under a TAC, the variation among agents lies in what fraction of the total each fishing agent is able to procure before the end of the simulation period. Under IFQs, this variation is due to the time it takes to harvest their allotment. In other words, the variance among agents in the TAC system revolves around a benefit, individual total catch, whereas for the IFQ system it revolves around a cost, the time (or effort) spent fishing. One will be more favourable than the other if we do not put the same weight on benefits and costs.

There is a further difference between management types: under an IFQ system, unsuccessful agents remain active longer, while others reach their quotas and stop fishing, meaning they have access to less and less information about the location of fish schools, further lowering their CPUE. As we now discuss, this effect is amplified by depletion.

### 3.2. The impact of stock depletion

In the stock depletion simulation experiments, both the total catch allowed by management limits $T$ and the fish population $P$ are finite. Depletion is implemented by progressively limiting fish renewal, thereby allowing agents to increasingly reduce the resource, which translates into more time spent searching per unit of fish harvested.

The effects of depletion are highlighted in figure 2. In figure 2a, b, colours indicate the difference between the optimal levels of information sharing (i.e. $\lambda$ that maximizes CPUE) for successful and unsuccessful agents, for the TAC (figure 2a) and IFQ (figure 2b) scenarios. Cooler colours indicate little difference between agents; in this case, neither benefit from sharing. Warmer colours denote a difference in the need to share to maximize CPUE between successful and unsuccessful agents, with the latter benefiting from a higher level of information sharing. Note that, as before, there is a greater disparity in the usefulness of sharing for low (e.g. our groundfish example) and mid-range mobility species (red on the left side of the panel in figure 2a, b). Depletion results in two new patterns in this parameter space. The first is that, as depletion increases (y-axis in figure 2a, b), disparity decreases among agents on the importance of sharing, especially for high- and low-mobility species (the decrease of warm colours moving up the y-axis), e.g. our whiting and groundfish cases, respectively. That is, depletion means agents are more likely to agree not to share, as depletion reduces the benefit of doing so relative to its
Figure 2. Divergence of optimal information-sharing level among fishing agents across species mobility (x-axis). The top two panels show how this changes with depletion (y-axis) depending on management action: TAC (a) and IFQ (b). This divergence is represented by $1 - (\lambda_+ / \lambda_-)$ as a function of species mobility (on a log scale) and depletion level, where $\lambda_+$ is the optimal sharing level for ‘successful’ fishermen, and $\lambda_-$ is optimal for ‘unsuccessful’ fishermen (lowest 10%). When this value is close to 0 (blue), there is no divergence and all agents can optimize their CPUE by a similar level of sharing, whereas values closer to 1 represent increasing divergence (warmer colours).

(c) compares TAC and IFQ at high depletion: average value of $(H_{IFQ}/H_{TAC}) - 1$ for successful (red) and unsuccessful (blue) fishing agents, demonstrating that ‘unsuccessful’ fishermen exhibit better CPUE under a TAC, whereas ‘successful’ fishermen do better under an IFQ system.

This differential impact of IFQs is consequential for the behaviour and success of fishing agents. Under IFQs, for low-mobility species such as groundfish and at high levels of depletion, there is a greater difference in the desired level of sharing than there is under TACs (difference in warm colours in the top left corner of figure 2a,b). For IFQs alone, unsuccessful fishing agents in that ecological setting benefit far more from information sharing than successful agents.

This differential impact of IFQs is consequential for the behaviour and success of fishing agents. Figure 2c shows the ratio of optimal CPUEs under TACs and IFQs ($H_{IFQ}/H_{TAC} - 1$, y-axis) at high depletion ($T/P = 0.9$) for successful (red line) and unsuccessful (blue line) fishing agents, over a range of species mobility. Here, positive numbers denote better catch rates, $H$, under IFQs, and negative numbers better rates under a TAC. The most striking result is that, for all conditions, an IFQ management system provides improved CPUE for successful fishing agents (figure 2c, red line), and, conversely, TACs are better for unsuccessful fishing agents (figure 2c, blue line). This pattern emerges because, in the TAC scenario, all agents remain in the model for the duration of the simulation and thus all encounter the effects of depletion equally, with fish increasingly difficult to find. In the IFQ simulations, more successful fishermen acquire their quota more quickly, and consequently, are able to leave the fishery earlier, when depletion is less pronounced. By contrast, unsuccessful fishermen experience depleted conditions for longer periods of time in the IFQ scenario, with fish schools becoming increasingly difficult to find.
Figure 3. The range of possible preferences fishing agents can optimize by their level of information sharing, given species mobility (at low depletion, under a TAC). For all panels, the colour at each point of the parameter space is determined by one of the three objective functions. In (a), this is $O_{\text{CPUE}}$ (green), in (b) it is $O_{\text{equity}}$ (blue) and in (c) it is $O_{\text{stability}}$ (red). Brightness of hue (luminosity) indicates areas where that objective function is maximized across target species mobility ($x$-axis) and sharing level ($y$-axis). For example, increased sharing for fishing agents harvesting moderately to highly mobile fish schools in our model could optimize both catch per unit of effort, CPUE ($O_{\text{CPUE}}$), and equity among agents ($O_{\text{equity}}$), but may end up with inconsistent catches (absence of colour in $O_{\text{stability}}$).

3.3. Alternative measures of success

So far, we have shown how different agents within the fleet may see their time-averaged CPUE affected by sharing strategies, management limitations and resource depletion. Yet our US West Coast interviews suggested that fishermen can measure their success in a variety of ways, for example in terms of income equity across the whole fleet, represented here by the objective function $O_{\text{equity}}$ (equation (2.2)), or the consistency of collective harvest, measured by $O_{\text{stability}}$ (equation (2.3)). Figure 3 shows how well fleets perform according to these metrics, given their level of information sharing ($y$-axis) across the range of species mobility ($x$-axis). The luminosity of colours reflects how close each success metric is to its maximum: in the RGB representation, the green is $O_{\text{CPUE}}$ (figure 3a), the blue is $O_{\text{equity}}$ (b), and the red, $O_{\text{stability}}$ (c). For the additional two objectives, optimal behaviour is easily understood: in any setting and for all agents, information sharing always enhances equity (increase in blue up the $y$-axis in figure 3b), and detracts from flux stability (absence of red hue beyond very low sharing values on the $y$-axis in c). Thus, we see that collective catch rate maximization is incompatible with prosociality for resident species, while it is at odds with flux stability for intermediate and mobile species.

4. Discussion

Previous work [32] found that certain ecological factors, especially target species mobility, controls cooperation in the form of information sharing between fishing agents. However, complex social dynamics could take place if information sharing is not equally attractive to all agents. This arises naturally when agents are not equally successful. If the difference is due to skill, then species mobility is the only factor, among those considered here, that will decide whether skilled and unskilled agents agree on how much information to share. This does not provide an explanation for how, for instance, management action can create new dilemmas.

Even if agents are equal in skill, inequalities within a fishing season arise from chance, and agents can differ in risk preference: different information-sharing strategies can be adopted to attain maximal expected pay-off, or minimal risk. In this case, the results of our ABM identify that harvest limits from management action lead to increased variance in terms of catch per unit effort (CPUE) during one season. Consequently, individuals within the same fleet, targeting the same species under the same management strategy will not benefit equally from information sharing or changes in management. This disparity is a direct result of the interaction between the spatial dynamics of the resource and a constraint that disrupts harvesting. While revealed by our specific simulation model, this mechanism is in fact very general: all factors limiting the fishing volume or length of the simulation increase the inherent stochasticity associated with catching fish, and cause the benefits of collective action to be unequal, even within a group of identical agents.
In terms of social behaviour, this variance has a differential effect on the value of information between unsuccessful and successful fishing agents (figure 1), whose success is due to their ‘luck’ in being near randomly occurring fish and not inherently modelled differences. This suggests that a harvest limit can cause risk-averse fishermen (wanting to minimize potential losses) and risk-seeking ones (wanting to maximize potential gains) to benefit, respectively, from more and less information sharing than is optimal for the whole fleet. This dilemma is important for real-world fisheries, as it indicates the possibility for suboptimal collective decision-making, tensions within a given fleet and incentives for spying behaviour. While not yet employing assumptions of strategic decision-making among the agents, the mechanism proposed here exposes the relationship between these dilemmas and prey ecology.

Furthermore, this work shows that diverging social incentives may result from the interaction of these outside drivers alone. Other models (e.g. [13,14,25–27]) have considered the possibility of agents being intrinsically heterogeneous, to reflect skill or access to additional resources (gear, technology or capital). However, those intrinsic differences are independent of target species ecology or management scheme, and cannot mediate their influence on social behaviour. Here, we investigate a distinct and previously unexplored phenomenon, where the interaction of management, resource depletion and stochastic dynamics of the resource can create diverging incentives for information sharing (i.e. sharing information is more or less beneficial) where there were none before.

The divergence found here depends on target species mobility. For our case studies, agents in the groundfish example exhibited more heterogeneous benefits from sharing than for whiting (Pacific hake, Merluccius productus; figure 1a,b). This difference was greatest for target species in the mid-range of mobility (figure 1c). These insights allow us to make inferences even about behaviour that was not explicitly modelled, such as spying. We would expect spying to occur mostly among common-pool users when resources meet three criteria: (i) high uncertainty that results in the information held by others being valuable; (ii) sufficiently large and slow-moving schools that a spying user benefits from them before they relocate or are entirely harvested by the finder; (iii) not large and mobile enough that the finder cannot exhaust them alone (therefore removing any cost to reciprocal sharing).

Our findings also reveal potentially unanticipated differences in how fishermen will react to catch share systems. Individual quotas, or catch shares, are often advocated over TACs because they are expected to increase economic efficiency, decrease overcapitalization and aid in sustainability [34–36]. We found that, in the absence of resource depletion, neither unsuccessful nor successful fishing agents did better in terms of CPUE when the management approach was shifted from a TAC to an IFQ. However, the variance in catch rate among the agents with either management strategy has different origins. Under a TAC, it concerns the share of catch, a benefit, and under an IFQ, the time spent fishing, a cost. This indicates that the form of management has the potential to incentivize users towards different objectives, and outcomes may vary if fishermen prefer to optimize benefits (e.g. value of catch) or minimize costs (e.g. fuel or risk). It is important to note that these outcomes are only equivalent if CPUE, the cost–benefit ratio, is the measure of success.

We also uncovered a difference among agents’ success depending on management approaches when depletion was added to our simulations, indicating differing responses among fishermen to management action when fishing depletes a stock. When such resource depletion was significant in our model, IFQs generally benefited fishing agents who were most successful, whereas agents who were less so did better under TACs. This is due to the increased difficulty of finding fish as the season advances: it strongly disadvantages unsuccessful agents under an IFQ system, as they take more time to acquire their quota (i.e. increasing costs). This effect is compounded with the decreasing number of partners with whom to share information, and is exacerbated when the resource is less mobile.

This result supports the theory that catch share systems, which we represented with IFQs, may encourage less successful fishermen to leave the fishery, increasing overall economic efficiency but also consolidating access. However, our findings reveal a novel source of these dynamics, and indicate they can emerge in a single season due to the interaction of resource dynamics, management and social networks. In addition, catch shares are expected to act as incentives and not harvest controls, and to encourage cooperation and reduce competition [33]. Our results suggest that fishermen may not all experience them as incentives, even within a single fleet, and that a shift from a TAC to shares may elicit contrasted reactions (figure 2). Finally, divergent incentives to share information suggests increased potential for spying and competition, especially under certain ecological conditions, not cooperation or open communication as may be expected under catch shares [34,37].

Further effects arise if that resource can be depleted locally or seasonally. While we do not model successive seasons, or the potential for quotas to extend the season and reduce the race to fish due to secured resource rights, the simulations where fishing agents deplete the resources mirrors a situation...
where management limits are unable to avoid either seasonal or local resource exhaustion. As Huang & Smith [38] note, this is a concern for the implementation of catch shares. Our results support their conclusion that management needs to address the timing of exploitation within a season if catch shares are to have desired outcomes. Given that our results indicate that the differences in success among agents under our ITQs are related to the cost of taking longer to find fish, this may be of increased concern in fisheries where spending more time searching incurs greater consequences, for example in terms of price and use of fuel or risks to the fishermen themselves.

It is critical to note that our approach does not make assumptions about strategic decisions of the resource users, i.e. we do not invoke a game-theoretic approach or aim to understand how outcomes would impact strategic behaviour or the resource users. For example, agents do not ‘choose’ whether or not to share information, but instead we simply address how sharing would be more or less valuable. Including such decision processes would require additional assumptions and model complexity, especially as our interviews suggest a large range of socio-economic factors at play. The added complexity of considering social dynamics is twofold. First, combining strategic interactions with spatial dynamics makes the spectrum of possible behaviours so vast that it cannot be explored exhaustively. Instead, we can only formulate some heuristics, inspired by models of human cognition, and compare them, e.g. in a tournament setting (e.g. [39]). Second, the social consequences of these strategies must also be considered. For instance, fishermen who belong to the same off-water community may be more reluctant to employ antagonistic strategies, which would prove damaging to other facets of their livelihood.

Instead, we focus on limiting model assumptions and intricacy in the interest of more clearly understanding the mechanism through which resource variability and spatial dynamics impact social resource users under management and resource depletion. Future research is encouraged that engages our findings in a game-theoretic arena. Another clear way forward is to find empirical evidence of these mechanisms in real-world fisheries beyond our interviews. Doing so as well as expanding our work to allow assumptions of strategic behaviour are both essential next steps.

Finally, our results focused mainly on time-averaged CPUE as the metric of fishing agent success, but in reality, resource users do not always have the desire or means to optimize this cost–benefit ratio. For example, fishermen may want to avoid inequities or competitive behaviours like spying, which can be a source of stress and conflict. They can do so by reducing the stochastic variance between fishermen in CPUE that creates diverging incentives, in particular by sharing more information than is optimal for CPUE. From our interviews, we also learned that fish processing companies can play a central role in fisheries and ports, controlling fishermen’s behaviour to obtain landings in a steady flux. This can be achieved by a lower level of information sharing than would optimize CPUE, which reduces correlation between fishermen and allows a smoother collective output, akin to a portfolio effect in finance. Figure 3 indicates that such focus on stability reduces the ability of agents to maximize CPUE or equity – and this was indeed reflected in our interviews with fishermen (electronic supplementary material). Overall, our final results in figure 3 indicate the range of behaviour beyond CPUE optimization that is possible, a range echoed by the fishermen themselves (electronic supplementary material). These findings demonstrate how the model can capture a diversity of motivations, even without structural changes in the simulated agents. Accompanying an exploration of these modelling possibilities with social science research regarding real-world motivations would help focus that exploration on useful areas of the parameter space. In this way, simulation results could be used to construct hypotheses about the underlying objectives of fishermen in real-world marine systems, and provide an avenue for testing those hypotheses with empirical evidence. Such cross-disciplinary endeavours would reflect a greater range of motivations and behaviour beyond cost–benefit optimization, and advance our understanding of the role of human behaviour in social–ecological systems.

5. Conclusion

One piece of the puzzle of natural resource use is the interface between ecological and human factors. By focusing on that piece, we propose to understand mechanistically how spatial resource dynamics and management action create a set of incentives and pay-offs for cooperative behaviour, which then play into a more complex socio-economic picture. We find the interaction of fishery limits, social behaviour and target species ecology can impact individuals differently both within and across groups harvesting a common-pool resource, and identify potential conditions under which we may expect heterogeneous cooperative behaviour in users who would otherwise behave the same. Our results also suggest local
depletion and management approaches can influence the collectively optimal level of cooperation, and cause users to respond unexpectedly to management changes beneficial in other sectors and for other people. These influences can initiate emergent differences among individuals, based on their success or risk aversion, that may manifest as diverging incentives to cooperate or differing responses to management, even as they would perform identically in the absence of management limits or resource depletion. While results are based on a simplified model of what is a very complex system, the qualitative mechanisms they reveal are intuitive and robust, hinging on the intrinsic uncertainty of fishing, and we see preliminary supporting evidence in our interviews.

Understanding when the information held by others is valuable, how it is transferred, and the resulting behaviours and relationships is critical for managing common-pool resources like fisheries. While our results provide initial indications for how target species ecology and management can influence human behaviour, our model as well as our interviews with members of fishing communities suggest the importance of additional factors. In reality, pressures acting on people are complex and result in diverse outcomes, even within groups targeting the same resource [1,40]. These motivations and behaviours are not limited to typical measures of success, and they cannot be abstracted as simply as we do so here. However, our results strongly indicate the need to address both ecological and human dynamics in planning management action, and for further work and collaboration on understanding human behaviour in common-pool resource systems.
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